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“Chance favors the prepared mind.” –L. Pasteur 

 

▪ Macro-Technical Trend Perspective: Back to Agony from Ecstasy on Fiscal Cliff. Last 
week of the month is always a big data week in front of the even more major first week. 
However, in this case it is all about the US Fiscal Cliff avoidance negotiations. Even with the 
central bank releases and important economic data (especially Japan and Europe on Friday), 
who really cares compared to whether one of the few major economies sustaining any sort of 
real growth sinks back into recession? And as we noted previous, the Fiscal Cliff is more so 
the tip of a giant economic drags iceberg. And even though the US (and by extension global) 
economy faces many more challenges into 2013, Fiscal Cliff will be near term trend driver. 

One of the major problems is that the Republicans and Democrats are farther apart even than 
during the height of the acrimonious election campaign. It seems each side feels it has ‘won’. 
The President was of course reelected for another four years. Yet the Republicans held onto 
their somewhat sizable majority in the House of Representatives, which is the constitutional 
center of any legislation related to spending. So while the President is right that he ran on an 
overt commitment to raising taxes on ‘the rich’, the Republicans can also rightfully assert they 
were reelected to that House majority on the basis of resisting any tax increase. Even though 
the President has mentioned in passing that he might be open to other ways to raise revenue, 
there is a feeling that this is just so much political posturing. At the end of the day it is widely 
recognized that he and most of his constituents just plain do not like rich people. Maybe it’s 
the politics of envy, or just based on a sense the increasing wealth gap in America is some 
sort of rich person conspiracy. In any event, all of this makes any compromise a problematic 
affair at best. Of course, in the event that makes the US economy a problematic affair as well.  

Then there are the continuing problems elsewhere. The ongoing Greek debt crisis is plagued 
by questions over what terms creditors and Non-Governmental Organizations can possibly 
craft to justify providing the funds necessary for Greece’s next bond maturation rollover. It is 
understood that this will likely occur to insulate Chancellor Merkel from a crisis prior to next 
year’s German elections. The devil will once again be in the multi-party agreement details. 

▪ Most Likely Critical Horizons: Exacerbating the critical nature of the Fiscal Cliff negotiation 
tone that has deteriorated since the top of the week is the weakness of the data everywhere 
except the US. So especially important for the balance of the week will be Wednesday’s 
Spanish Retail Sales and US New Home Sales. While the Fed Beige Book might have some 
influence, it is likely to reflect the fair-to-middling progress of the US economy. Thursday will 
be interesting for Euro-zone monthly confidence indicators and the Portuguese Consumer 
Confidence and Economic Climate Indicator along with the Portuguese Financial Stability 
Report . But Friday is indeed the culmination of influences outside the US critical Fiscal Cliff 
influence, as we see the typical major raft of Japanese data, German Retail Sales, UK GfK 
Consumer Confidence Survey along with the US Personal Income and Spending and PCE 
Deflator as well as the Chicago Purchasing Managers Index. It’s going to be interesting.      
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▪ Economic Data Highlights:  

Monday: Italian Consumer Confidence, German GfK Consumer Confidence, Chicago Fed Nat 
Activity Index, Dallas Fed Manufacturing Index. 

Tuesday: Japan Corporate Service Price & Small Business Confidence, German Import Price 
Index, French Consumer Confidence, UK GDP & Index of Services & Total Business 
Investment, OECD Semi-annual Economic Outlook, Durable Goods Orders & S&P/Case-Shiller 
US Home Price Index & Richmond Fed Manufacturing Index & Consumer Confidence & House 
Price Index. 

Wednesday: Australia Construction Work Done, Spanish Retail Sales, German CPI, US New 
Home Sales, Fed Releases Beige Book Economic Survey.   

Thursday: Japan Retail Trade & Large Retailers' Sales, Australia Private Capital Expenditure, 
German Unemployment Change & Unemployment Rate, UK Net Consumer Credit & Mortgage 
Approvals, Euro-zone various monthly confidence indicators, Portuguese Consumer Confidence 
& Economic Climate Indicator, Canada Industrial Product Price & Raw Materials Price Index & 
Current Account, US Initial Jobless Claims &  Personal Consumption Expenditure & Pending 
Home Sales & Kansas City Fed Manufacturing Activity. 

Friday: Japan Nomura/JMMA Manufacturing Purchasing Manager Index & Jobless Rate & 
Household Spending & National and Tokyo CPI & Industrial Production & Vehicle Production & 
Housing Starts & Construction Orders, German Retail Sales, UK GfK Consumer Confidence 
Survey, Australia Private Sector Credit, Italian Unemployment Rate, Euro-Zone Unemployment 
Rate & CPI Estimate, Canada GDP, US Personal Income and Spending & PCE Deflator 
Chicago Purchasing Manager Index.     .   

▪ Central Banks, Finance Ministry & Political influences:  

Monday: Bank of Japan Releases Minutes, BOJ’s Shirakawa, ECB's Liikanen & Nowotny & 
Knot, Euro Area Finance Ministers Meet on Greece, ECB's Constancio, ECB's Praet.    

Tuesday: Fed's Fisher, Portuguese Parliament to Hold Final Vote on 2013 Budget, Fed's 
Lockhart, BoC’s Murray, Fed’s Bernanke, Fed's Evans. 

Wednesday: ECB's Coeure, Fed’s Pianalto & BoF’s Noyer, SNB’s Jordan, Fed's Tarullo.  

Thursday: BOJ’s Shirai, Bank of Portugal Releases Financial Stability Report, Fed's Fisher 
ECB's Praet, ECB's Asmussen.  

Friday: Japan Ministry of Foreign Affairs Meets on Syria Sanctions, ECB’s Praet Fed's Stein 
and Kocherlakota. 

▪ Government Debt Auctions or Operations:  

Monday: Germany, Italian announcement.   
Tuesday: Japan, Spain, Italy, UK announcement, US.  
Wednesday: Australia, Italy, Germany, US.  
Thursday: Italy, US.  
Friday: Australia. 
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 Concise Market View 

▪ It was very obvious that the US Fiscal Cliff threat was the primary equities driver on the 
post-election break. And rightfully so on some levels, because the pressure on the still 
somewhat fragile US economy from any major spending cuts and tax increases would 
likely be as major in the near term as the Cassandra’s would tell us. In fact, there was a 
good review of that by CNBC’s Liesman last week Wednesday (http://bit.ly/T41JRy).  
While there is an animated discussion after his initial presentation, his bar graph breakdown is 
the most engaging part. And there will also be the additional burdens on the US economy even 
if the Fiscal Cliff is avoided. Yet, at least for now, Congress leaving town after sounding more 
collegial a week ago Friday along with some decent data was enough to rally equities. It is also 
helpful that Europe is more subdued. And it was interesting that a week that began so upbeat 
maintained the optimism in spite of the obvious breakdown of the Fiscal Cliff negotiations. 

The rest of this analysis is the levels and comments excerpted from the Current Rohr 
Technical Projections - Key Levels & Select Comments edition of two weeks ago 
Thursday. The technical levels and psychology remain significantly the same into this 
week, and have worked very well during the highly active market swings since then. 

December S&P 500 Future: Secondary slippage below 1,430 DOWN Break led to test of 
critical 1,400 and failed 1,387 after election. That made 1,350 or even 1,320 next targets.   

  RES:  1,399-1,402; 1,420; 1,425-30; 1,440.70-1,445 

  SUPP:  1,389-87; 1,375; 1,355-50; 1,338-35; 1,323-20; 1,316 

Government Bond Futures: Primary government bond markets were not acting well in 
the face of previous equities resilience, and finally experienced the sort of heavier selloff 
associated with better US data and the further crisis mitigation in Europe. Yet that is now 
reversed in the wake of US election’s negative economic and equity market implications. 
That’s very clear on December S&P 500 future 1,389-87 Tolerance failure, as European 
stresses put Bund above 142.62. Laggard Gilt must still push above 120.25; likely if the 
equities continue to slide. T-note also already above 133-00 with 134-00 area next.  

DEC T-note:  RES:  134-04/133-26; 134-15; 134-30/135-06; 135-29; 136-24/137-00 

  SUPP:  133-04/132-24; 132-10/-02 (Jan 2012 hi); 131-21/-16; 131-02 

DEC UK Gilt: RES:  120.00-.25; 121.00-120.80; 121.50; 121.86-.94; 122.30-.45 

  SUPP:  119.30-.52; 118.50-.25; 117.68 (JAN hi); 117.00; 115.75-.50  

DEC Bund:  RES:  142.30-.62; 143.50-.75; 144.17; 145.70-.88; 146.28-.44; 146.89    

  SUPP:  141.70; 141.30-.00; 140.00-139.60; 139.34 

June 2013 Short Money Forward Future 

Eurodollar:  RES:  99.675 (SEP highs); 99.73 (topping line); 99.81 (OSC) 

  SUPP:  99.645; 99.60-.59 (AUG 2011 High); 99.55; 99.50-.52; 99.45 
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Foreign Exchange: US Dollar  
USD INDEX: The recovery of the euro and psychology in Europe made selloff below .8000 
area no surprise. QE-driven equities rally made that a fair result. Yet never convincingly 
below .7915 broad Tolerance, and now above .8070-50 indicates .8150-80 likely target. 
With weekly MACD just back in balance (from DOWN), possibly much more upside.  

  RES:   .8070-50; .8150-80; .8225-60; .8300; .8335-55; .8450 

  SUPP:  .8015-00; .7915; .7860-10; .7680-50; .7500; .7472-50 

EUR/USD: The upside follow-through was impressive in wake of ECB President Draghi's 
commitment to bond market interventions and major Fed QE3. Back above 1.2500-1.2450 
area, the follow through above the 1.2950-1.3000 range looked good. Yet failure below it 
and low 1.2800 area buffer leaves 1.2750 critical this side of 1.2600 and 1.2500 areas. 

  RES:  1.2950-1.3000; 1.3080; 1.3250-80; 1.3450-1.3550 

  SUPP:  1.2860; 1.2750; 1.2600-38; 1.2500-1.2450; 1.2350; 1.2250 

GBP/USD: Much as with EUR/USD above 1.2500-1.2450, the August push above 1.5750 
key weekly MA’s, Fibonacci and congestion last month led to a full extension to major 
1.6300 area April high. Yet failure below interim 1.6150 area has led to failure below far 
more critical 1.6000-1.5950 daily channel & weekly MA-13 support with 1.59 area critical.  

RES:  1.6150; 1.6250-80; 1.6302 (APR hi); 1.6400; 1.6500 

  SUPP:  1.6000-1.5950; 1.5880-1.5900; 1.5750; 1.5650-00 

AUD/USD: Commodity currency recovered better on equities rally than recent phases, 
but still no push through key 1.04-1.05 area on this rally. That leaves it fairly vulnerable 
on weekly MACD never back UP and eventually must respect major equities weakness. 

   RES:  1.0500-1.0450; 1.0615-25; 1.0750; 1.0850; 1.1000-67  

  SUPP:  1.0350; 1.0250-20; 1.0150-00; 1.0000-.9950; 9810-00; .9705 

USD/JPY: After February rally above key resistances at 78.35 and 79.50 were UP Breaks.  
And holding 77.00-76.75 long term UP Break and rebounding above 78.35 and 79.00 areas 
created the major bullish momentum that fed the recent sharp rally. 

  RES:  80.25; 80.70; 81.50-.78; 82.25-.00; 82.85-83.30; 84.00-.50 

  SUPP:  79.56; 78.90; 78.30-.45; 77.00-76.75; 76.00-75.56 (OCT 2011 lo) 

Foreign Exchange: Cross Rates: Euro currency weakness had limitations based on the 
support expectations furthered by ECB President Draghi and the Fed’s major QE effort. 
And with EUR/USD rally above 1.2450-1.2500 carrying above 1.2950-1.3000, euro trend 
against the other currencies improved further as well. That is all reversed once again on 
Euro-stressors of the peripheral debt markets in the wake of Greek protests and Spanish 
foot dragging. Yet, euro-cross weekly MACD’s still UP, so next support are very critical.  

EUR/JPY: RES:  103.00-102.40; 104.30 (DN Brk); 105.50; 106.50; 107.50-108.00 

  SUPP:  101.30-.65; 100.00-99.25; 98.50; 97.90-.75; 96.00; 95.00  
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Foreign Exchange: Cross Rates (cont.) 

EUR/GBP: British pound maintaining strong sister status overall in spite of the previous 
June euro recovery to .8150 resistance; which was the key resistance retest last month. 
The .7950-.8000 area critical now as UP Break as well as congestion and MAs. 

  RES:  .8020-00; .8115; .8180-41; .8250-70; .8370-.8400; .8500; .8580 

  SUPP:  .7950-80; .7850-00; .7750-.7694 (JUL ‘12/OCT ‘08 lows); .7550 

EUR/AUD:  RES:  1.2880-1.2900; 1.3000-1.2925; 1.3200-30; 1.3350  

  SUPP:  1.2650; 1.2480-1.2510; 1.2360; 1.2250; 1.2170-33; 1.2000 

We hope you find this helpful. 
 
-Rohr 
(www.rohrintl.com) 
Rohr-Blog: Extended Observations, Calendar & Events Perspective, Tech & Comments 
(http://rohrintlblog.wordpress.com/) 
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